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Habitat and 
biodiversity loss

• Deterioration of coastal ecosystems can 

alter the key areas of many species, as 

marine mammals, sea turtles and seabirds.

• Major evidence of habitat loss in tropical 

coastal systems. 

• But also in coastal Mediterranean habitats

• Loss of Ecosystem Services and Natural 

Capital

The Problem





PANACEA – MBPC

Mediterranean Biodiversity 

Protection Community

…and other international 

and national calls

The journey of the project

About AFRIMED:

Project budget 1.486.683 €

11 Partners 

8 Countries

Starts January 2019

Duration 4 years



Main results

Mapping and

identification of stressors

at basin scale 



Main results

From mapping 

to spatial prioritization 

at basin scale 



Main results

Setting approaches and 

protocols



Main results

Implementation of standardized approaches and 

protocols (at lab & sea) across Mediterranean 

Next step (2022): analyses of drivers of 

restoration success (as grazing pressure) across 

Mediterranean through joint experiments

Tunisia

Spain, Greece

Italy, Albania

Spain, France, Italy, 

Albania 



Main results

Stakeholders 

engagement

• Business Club

• 2nd Stakeholder meeting 

in May

Best practices



Raise awareness in the Society

- 2 symposia at World and EU SER Congress

- scientific papers

- link with conservation networks

- e-material, newsletter and factsheet

- documentary on youtube

- social networks

- involvement of young students

- international students exchange

- local events for citizens

- dialogue with EASME-EMFF



OECD: Building the industry of Marine Ecosystems restoration

The need of Marine Restoration Governance Arrangements

MERCES Deliv. 6.4

“A linkage between the top-down and the bottom-up restoration 

governance arrangements is lacking.

To fill this implementation gap, a process of institutionalization of 

restoration governance arrangements at different levels needs to 

take place”
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